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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF FLORIDA

)
STATE OF FLORIDA,

)

)
Plaintiff/Appellee,
)

)
v.
) Case No. 96,658

)
JOHN ERROLL FERGUSON, or

)
DOROTHY FERGUSON, Individually

)
and as Next Friend on Behalf of

)
JOHN ERROLL FERGUSON

)

)
Defendant/Appellant. )

)

REPLY BRIEF OF APPELLANT

The State’s answer brief is remarkable more for what it concedes than for

what it argues.  Effectively, the State does not contest that Carter v. State, 706 So.

2d 873 (Fla. 1997), should be applied retroactively.  Nor does the State dispute that

John Ferguson is currently suffering from schizophrenia, and that that fact alone
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almost certainly proves he was suffering from schizophrenia in 1989 during his

initial 3.850 proceedings.  Rather than challenge these fundamental points, the State

argues that Ferguson already received the benefit of Carter through Judge Snyder’s

1988 hearing on his competence.  

The State is wrong.  As explained at length in Ferguson’s opening brief,

Judge Snyder’s earlier ruling cannot preclude renewed consideration of Ferguson’s

competence for two independent reasons:  It was reached in the alternative, and it

was not reviewed on appeal.  The State barely addresses these arguments,

apparently claiming that they are inapplicable.  It bases this conclusion upon two

decisions explaining the relationship between collateral estoppel and double

jeopardy in criminal cases.  Not only do these decisions fail to undercut Ferguson's

argument, but, as explained below, they are irrelevant to this civil proceeding.   

The fact is that due to Judge Snyder’s and this Court’s earlier reliance upon

Jackson v. State, 452 So. 2d 533, 537 (Fla. 1984), Ferguson never received a full

and fair hearing on his competence to assist post-conviction counsel with key factual

issues raised in his petition.  The record plainly demonstrates that Ferguson was and

is incompetent.  Ferguson is entitled to renewed consideration of that issue in light

of Carter.  

I.JUDGE SNYDER’S 1989 RULING ON FERGUSON’S COMPETENCE CANNOT PRECLUDE
RECONSIDERATION OF THE ISSUE AT THIS TIME IN LIGHT OF CARTER.

The State devotes much of its brief to block quotations from Judge

Snyder’s 1989 order denying Ferguson’s motion to stay post-conviction



     1/ The State makes one misguided attempt to dispute this argument by claiming
that collateral estoppel is solely a double jeopardy concept.  Answer Brief at 22-23. 
That argument is incorrect and irrelevant, as addressed below.  See infra Section
I.C. 
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proceedings.  As a result of Judge Snyder’s ruling on competency, the State argues,

Ferguson is not entitled to the relief requested because he “obtained the benefit of

Carter a decade earlier, during his 1987 post-conviction proceedings.”  Answer

Brief of Appellee (“Answer Brief”) at 19.  As Ferguson pointed out at length in his

opening brief, however, the most elementary principles of issue preclusion dictate

that this Court cannot now rely upon Judge Snyder’s 1989 ruling.  The State

virtually ignores those arguments, but they are squarely applicable.  

A.Judge Snyder’s Earlier Ruling Cannot Preclude Reconsideration Of

Appellant’s Competence Because It Was Made In The Alternative.

The State concedes -- as it must --  that Judge Snyder’s competence

finding was explicitly made in the alternative.  Judge Snyder not only found that

Ferguson was competent;  he also held, in misplaced reliance upon Jackson, that a

post-conviction defendant was not entitled to be competent -- a legal ruling that

since has been specifically overruled by this Court. 

As a result, Judge Snyder’s competency determination plainly cannot

have preclusive effect._1/  “If a judgment of a court of first instance is based on

determinations of two issues, either of which standing independently would be

sufficient to support the result, the judgment is not conclusive with respect to either



     2/ Documents included in the Record of Appeal are cited herein as "R. at
[Vol.]:[Page]."  The five-volume Record of Appeal consists of Volumes 1-4,
containing pages 1-516, (Volume 4 was added after Appellant's January 27, 2000,
Motion to Supplement the Record), and one unnumbered volume, containing pages
1-38.  The unnumbered volume is cited herein as Volume 5.
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issue standing alone.”  Restatement (Second) of Judgments §_27 cmt. i (1982)

(emphasis added).  This principle is based upon the concern that an alternative

determination may not have been as carefully considered as it would have been if it

provided the sole basis for a judgment.  See Brief of Appellant at 15 (filed January

27, 2000); see also Comair Rotron, Inc. v. Nippon Densan Corp., 49 F.3d 1535,

1538 (Fed. Cir. 1995) (declining to apply collateral estoppel to alternative holding; 

recognizing that “a determination that is supportable on alternative grounds may not

have been as thoroughly considered on all of the possible grounds”); Parklane

Hosiery Co. v. Shore, 439 U.S. 322, 326 n.5 (1979) (judgment in prior suit

precludes relitigation only of issues “necessary to the outcome of the first action”).

It is abundantly clear that Judge Snyder believed -- erroneously, we

now know -- that Ferguson was not entitled to be competent to assist counsel in

post-conviction proceedings.  See R. at 5:5;  R. at 5:13._2/  Consequently, he did not

believe that his ruling on the factual question, whether Ferguson was in fact

competent, was necessary to his judgment.  As a result, subsequent courts cannot

accord preclusive effect to his judgment.  Had Judge Snyder believed that Ferguson

was entitled to be competent, his judgment would have depended on the
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competency finding.  Under that circumstance, Judge Snyder might have conducted

the hearing differently or considered the result more carefully.  This uncertainty

prevents the State from now relying upon Judge Snyder’s ruling to bar litigation of

Ferguson’s competence.  See Restatement (Second) of Judgments §_27 cmt. i

(1982).

In fact, there is significant reason to believe that Judge Snyder’s

competency ruling might have been different if it had been necessary to the

judgment.  Subsequent events have made it clear that Judge Snyder must have been

wrong when he concluded in 1988 that Ferguson was not suffering from a major

mental illness.  Every single one of Ferguson’s treating physicians, and every

examining physician who has seen Ferguson over time, now believes that he suffers

from schizophrenia.  R. at 2:247-252.  And, since 1988, Ferguson has been the

subject of at least three legal proceedings in which the State of Florida experts

testified that -- and the State found that -- he was incompetent and suffering from

schizophrenia.  See Brief of Appellant at 27-28.  Thus, even the State now concedes

that Ferguson suffers from schizophrenia. 

The State does not dispute that Ferguson is clearly schizophrenic at this

time.  Rather, without citations, it claims that Ferguson’s current mental illness has

“no bearing on whether the Defendant was properly found to be competent [in

1988],” as competency “is fluid.”  Answer Brief at 25.  That is simply not true.  As

explained at length in Ferguson’s opening brief, the fact that Ferguson currently



     3/ In men, the age of onset of schizophrenia is the early to mid-20s; Ferguson
was 40 years old when Judge Snyder found him competent in February 1989.
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suffers from schizophrenia is all but conclusive evidence that he was already

schizophrenic in 1988.  See Brief of Appellant at 29-31._3/  The State does not

contest this conclusion.  And schizophrenia renders one incompetent in a manner

that is not “fluid” -- schizophrenia is a permanent affliction that cannot be cured. 

See id. at 30.  Thus, it is apparent from the record that Judge Snyder’s finding of

competence was clearly erroneous, perhaps as a result of his failure fully to consider

the issue on account of the alternative legal basis for his conclusion. _

B.Judge Snyder’s Ruling Cannot Have Preclusive Effect Because It Was

Not Reviewed On Appeal.

While it at least addresses the issue, the State also utterly fails to rebut

the argument that Ferguson is entitled to renewed consideration of his competence

because that portion of Judge Snyder’s ruling was not reviewed on appeal.  

It is without question, and apparently conceded by the State, that if a

judgment is appealed, issue preclusion “only works as to those issues specifically

passed upon by the appellate court.”  Hicks v. Quaker Oats Co., 662 F.2d 1158,

1168 (5th Cir. 1981), reh’g denied, 668 F.2d 531 (5th Cir. 1982) (emphasis added); 

see Brief of Appellant at 19-20.  There is no question that Ferguson appealed Judge

Snyder’s determination that he was not entitled to be competent to assist

post-conviction counsel.  Ferguson argued to this Court that post-conviction



     4/ Ferguson did request that the Court remand for a hearing on one issue -- the
ex parte contacts between the judge and prosecution.  See Exhibit 1 at 34.  He did
not, however, request an additional competency hearing. 
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proceedings should be stayed pending “a valid determination that [he was]

competent to assist his counsel in the proceedings.”  See Exhibit 1 (Brief of

Appellant filed April 8, 1991) at (i).  As part of that argument, Ferguson asserted

that, "[a]s a matter of law, a capital defendant must be competent to assist in

post-conviction proceedings."  See id. at 21-23.  The State responded by arguing, in

support of Judge Snyder’s holding, that “there is no right to competency to assist

counsel in post-conviction proceedings.”  Appendix to Answer Brief at 3.  

This Court summarily rejected Ferguson’s argument, finding “without

merit” the claim that “these proceedings should be stayed pending another

determination that Ferguson is competent to proceed.”  Ferguson v. State, 593 So.

2d 508, 513 (Fla. 1992) (emphasis added).  The State claims that the Court clearly

was not relying on Jackson through this holding, since “[t]he Defendant’s claim was

that yet another post-conviction hearing was necessary, which this Court rejected.” 

Answer Brief at 24. 

The State is completely wrong.  On appeal, Ferguson did not request

“yet another post-conviction hearing” on his competence.  Rather, he argued that

this Court should find on the record that he was not competent to assist counsel. 

See Exhibit 1 at 23; 33-34; 99._4/  It appears that this Court did not even reach that



     5/ The State suggests that, if the competency ruling was not addressed on
appeal, the proper remedy would be a review of the ruling at this time.  Answer
Brief at 24-25.  The State is incorrect because, as explained in Ferguson’s opening
brief and above, the competency ruling cannot be relied upon at this time for
another, independent reason -- it was reached in the alternative.  However, Ferguson
argued in his opening brief that Judge Snyder’s ruling was clearly erroneous.  If the
Court wishes to review Judge Snyder’s ruling at this time, Ferguson relies upon the
argument in his opening brief in this appeal, as well as the arguments he made to
this Court on appeal in 1991.  See Exhibit 1 at 23-33.
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issue.  Instead, in ruling that Ferguson was not entitled to “another” competency

hearing on the basis of which “these proceedings should be stayed” (emphasis

added), this Court held that Ferguson, who had a competence determination before

trial, was not entitled to another competency hearing at the post-conviction stage. 

That ruling has since been overruled by Carter. 

In any event, the Court’s holding is at best ambiguous, and certainly

did not clearly affirm Judge Snyder’s factual determination that Ferguson was

competent.  Without a “specific” ruling on that issue, the Court cannot preclude

Ferguson from raising it at this time.  See Hicks, 662 F.2d at 1158._5/

C.The State’s Argument Against Issue Preclusion is Totally Inapposite.

In its only effort to counter these arguments, the State asserts that

collateral estoppel is part of the Fifth Amendment’s guarantee against double

jeopardy, and serves “to preclude the State from prosecuting a second charge when

it has previously suffered an adverse finding as to some fact which is essential to the



     6/ While Ferguson’s brief uses the term “issue preclusion,” the State refers to
“collateral estoppel.”  The two terms generally have the same meaning; issue
preclusion encompasses both direct and collateral estoppel, and is considered the
more modern term.  See 18 Charles Allen Wright et al., Federal Practice and
Procedure §_4416 (West 1981).

     7/ Post-conviction proceedings are civil in nature, not criminal.  See, e.g. Dykes
v. State, 162 So. 2d 675 (Fla. 1st DCA 1964).
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prosecution of this second charge.”_6/  Answer Brief at 22.  From there, and without

any further citation, the State asserts that “[collateral estoppel] has no applicability

at all to these post-conviction proceedings,” which are governed by Fla. R. Crim. P.

3.850 and 3.851.  

The State provides no actual authority for the proposition that collateral

estoppel does not apply to these post-conviction proceedings.  First, the double

jeopardy cases it cites relate only to the defensive use of collateral estoppel to avoid

criminal prosecution.  They discuss no limits on the doctrine of collateral estoppel,

and, unlike the numerous cases cited in Ferguson’s opening brief, they neither

mention nor bear upon the use of collateral estoppel in civil proceedings such as this

one._7/  Second, the State cites no authority to suggest that because of Rules 3.850

or 3.851 (or any other authority), collateral estoppel does not apply to these

proceedings.  In fact, those rules provide that a criminal defendant can re-open

previously rejected claims where, as here, there has been a change in the law.  See



     8/ For the same reason, Ferguson’s Motion to Reinstate is not a second or
successive motion.  See Brief of Appellant at 35-36. 
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Rule 3.850(b)(2)._8/  As set forth in Ferguson’s opening brief, issue preclusion does

apply to these proceedings, and prevents Judge Snyder’s 1989 competency finding

from barring relitigation of Ferguson’s competence at this time.  See Brief of

Appellant at 14-22.

II.CARTER V. STATE SHOULD BE APPLIED RETROACTIVELY TO STAY FERGUSON’S
3.850 PROCEEDINGS.

Next, the State argues that the lower court was correct not to decide

the retroactivity of Carter because “[t]he retroactivity of Carter was not and is not at

issue in the instant case.”  Answer Brief at 27.  That claim is baseless.  The State

does not contest that Carter would have applied to Ferguson had it been decided

prior to his 3.850 proceedings.  But Carter had not yet been decided, and the judge

who conducted Ferguson’s 3.850 proceedings concluded, contrary to what Carter

would hold, that Ferguson was not entitled to be competent to assist counsel.  We

now know that Judge Snyder was wrong -- what we do not know is how that fact

may have affected his competence inquiry.  

In response to Ferguson’s lengthy arguments on the retroactivity of

Carter, the State simply notes that the decision does not mention any constitutional

basis.  That does not matter.  As Ferguson’s opening brief explained, “[i]t is

well-established that a decision need not explicitly rely upon a provision of the

Florida or United States Constitutions to be ‘constitutional in nature.’”  See Brief of
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Appellant at 39-40 (citing authority).  Rather, courts look to the principal upon

which the decision was premised -- in this case, the right to due process of law -- a

principal that is unquestionably constitutional in nature.  The State fails to

distinguish, or even acknowledge, this or the other extensive authority cited by

Ferguson.  See Brief of Appellant at 32-46.  For all of the reasons set forth in

Ferguson’s opening brief, Carter should be accorded retroactive effect.

III.FERGUSON’S ASSISTANCE IS REQUIRED WITH SEVERAL CRITICAL FACTUAL
ISSUES.

Finally, the State is incorrect when it claims that Ferguson’s 3.850

petition raises no factual issues that require his assistance.  See Answer Brief at

28-29.  In fact, Ferguson’s petition raises pivotal factual issues that cannot be fully

litigated without Ferguson’s assistance. 

First, consultation with Ferguson is necessary to investigate his

ineffective assistance of counsel claims. The State points out that “another

post-conviction judge conducted extensive evidentiary hearings on these claims.” 

Id. at 28.  However, the judge who conducted that hearing had already concluded

that Ferguson had no right to be competent to assist post-conviction counsel. 

Although experts and some family members were available, the ineffective

assistance hearing occurred without any input from Ferguson.  The record shows

that Ferguson’s input was critical to a full, complete, and meaningful presentation of

the claim.  As Ferguson’s opening brief explains, trial counsel presented almost no

mitigation evidence concerning Ferguson’s long history of mental illness and family
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problems.  Post-conviction counsel needs complete and coherent disclosure from

Ferguson to understand the full extent of his dealings with trial counsel to determine,

among other things, whether trial counsel ever even investigated Ferguson’s mental

health background, or whether Ferguson provided full disclosure of his mental heath

and family background to trial counsel but that information was never presented to

the jury.  See Brief of Appellant at 48.  Indeed, just last month the Supreme Court

held that trial counsel had been constitutionally ineffective for failing to discovery or

present mitigating evidence in the sentencing phase of a death penalty trial.  See

Williams v. Taylor, ___ S. Ct. ___, No. 98-8384 2000 WL 385369, at *16-17 (April

18, 2000) (counsel failed to discover or present evidence of, among other things,

criminal neglect of defendant as a child, severe childhood beatings of defendant by

his father, and the incarceration of defendant's parents when he was a child).

The State makes the same argument concerning Ferguson’s Hitchcock

claims.  According to the State, Ferguson “has not stated what additional

information from the Defendant would be necessary.”  Answer Brief at 28.  In fact,

this Court’s earlier opinion on Ferguson’s Hitchcock claim makes it clear that

information only Ferguson can provide is necessary to a full and fair hearing on his

Hitchcock claim.  This Court held that the Hitchcock error alleged by Ferguson was

harmless because “[t]he additional mitigating evidence presented at the 3.850

hearing was relatively insignificant.”  Ferguson, 593 So. 2d at 512.  For example,

this Court said, “there was no testimony that Ferguson himself was beaten or abused
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[as a child].”  Id.  If Ferguson indeed were abused as a child, that fact could be

significant mitigation evidence.  See Williams, supra at 13.  Such evidence would

almost certainly have to come from Ferguson himself.  However, Ferguson was

unavailable to assist post-conviction counsel, and as a result, counsel was unable

fully to present his Hitchcock claim.  See R at 1:26-27 (testimony of Ferguson’s

post-conviction counsel regarding Ferguson’s inability to provide assistance in

formulating a 3.850 petition).  

Additionally, Ferguson’s assistance is needed to develop factual

information related to police corruption and Brady violations.  See Brief of

Appellant at 50-53.  To dispute that claim, the State points to this Court’s ruling in

Breedlove v. State, 580 So. 2d 605 (Fla. 1991).  In fact, the Court’s ruling in

Breedlove has no bearing on Ferguson’s case.  In Breedlove, the defendant based a

Brady claim on the prosecution’s failure to reveal an ongoing RICO investigation

against two police officers who testified at his trial.  Significantly, one of these same

officers, Zatrapalek, also testified at Ferguson’s trial.  The Court rejected

Breedlove’s claim on two grounds.  First, it concluded that the prosecutor was not

on notice of the investigation of either officer, and therefore did not suppress any

evidence.  However, the Court reached that conclusion only after reviewing the

internal investigation files to search for evidence of the prosecutor’s knowledge, a

step that has not been taken in Ferguson’s case.  Second, the Court held that the

allegedly suppressed evidence was not material.  Breedlove was convicted of killing
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a man during a residential burglary; he sought to use the allegedly suppressed

evidence solely to impeach the officers on the grounds that the ongoing investigation

motivated them to assist the State.  The Court found that the officers’ criminal

conduct and the subsequent investigation of that conduct were “totally unrelated to

[Breedlove’s] case.”  Id. at 609.  

Here, in contrast, the officers’ criminal conduct and the investigation of

that conduct may be highly relevant to Ferguson’s case.  The Carol City murders

were alleged to have been drug related, and three of the detectives who testified at

Ferguson’s trial, including Zatrapalek, were themselves engaged in a drug

trafficking conspiracy in the Miami-Dade County area.  See Brief of Appellant at

50-53.  It may be possible with Ferguson’s help to establish that the police officers’

criminal activity extended to some involvement in the Carol City murders

themselves, a plausible theory in light of the fact that homicide detectives had

allegedly arranged for the killing of between seven and twenty people as part of

their drug-related conspiracy.  Id. at 52.  This is precisely the type of material

evidence that can be fully developed only with Ferguson’s assistance.  
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CONCLUSION

 For the reasons stated in this brief and Ferguson’s opening brief, the

judgment of the trial court should be reversed.  

Respectfully Submitted,

_______________________________
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HOGAN & HARTSON, L.L.P.

555 13th Street, N.W.

Washington, D.C.  20004
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